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Pressure Wash: A thorough, high-pressure, hot water wash deep-cleans the surface
and cracks for a better bond between the existing surface and the crack repair and court
surfacing products.
Crack Filling: Cracks are cleaned and filled
with court patch binder. Foam material is
used in larger cracks when necessary.
Binder Preparation: Court patch binder
is scraped and sanded to produce a smooth
surface.
Micro Sealant Tape: Riteway™ micro-sealant tape is the first step of the patented Riteway™ Crack Repair System. This tape allows
the crack to expand and contract while the
tape stays intact, flexing with the crack.
Fabric Installation: Riteway™ Crack Repair System fabric installation is the second

step of the Riteway™ system. This fabric is
installed over the micro-sealant tape, creating a bridged mesh system over the crack.
The repair then receives multiple coats of
acrylic resurfacer to blend the repair with
the existing court. The edges are machine
sanded to create a seamless repair.
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Resurfacer overlay: Heavy-bodied acrylic resurfacer coating is applied to the entire
surface. Acrylic resurfacer not only covers
and levels any repairs and surface imperfections, it contains angular aggregate creating a rough texture. This texture creates a
desired surface pace while providing an excellent bonding surface for the acrylic color
surfacing material.
Play area color surfacing: Court area
dimensions are located and the corners of
the playing court are marked. Two coats of
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acrylic color surfacing material fortified with
80-mesh rounded sand is applied to the play-
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The staff at Nagle Athletic Surfaces, Inc. has

ing court area. The end result is a durable

served Central and Western New York and

surface with proper ball bounce and pace.

Pennsylvania for more than 20 years. We have

Boundary area color surfacing: Court
boundaries are reestablished with a chalk

been an active member of the American Sports
Builders Association since 1994.

snap line. Two coats of acrylic color surfacing material fortified with 80-mesh rounded
sand is applied the boundary areas.
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Completed Court Renovation: (top)
Playing lines are masked using a special-

CALL TODAY to schedule a FREE
athletic facility evaluation.

ized tape machine and masonry line. Each
line is then applied using line paint specifically manufactured for tennis courts. The
final result is a new, professionally-applied
ready-for-play surface on existing courts.

1-800-388-5713

www.nagleathletic.com
email: info@nagleathletic.com
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